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Abstract 

Delft Measures Rain is a collaboration project between Smartphones4water(S4W), Delft's technical 

university and the municipality of Delft. This research aims to elucidate patterns in the rainfall that occurred 

in the city of Delft during the summer of 2020.Ultimately, this project aims to have a better insight into rain 

patterns in the municipality of Delft and to communicate back to the citizen scientists what the results of 

their hard work are. This was achieved by analysing the results of the Citizen Science rain measurements 

provided by the citizens of Delft via the S4W ODK system, municipality of Delft rain data and the rain data 

of the KNMI. The measurements taken by the citizen scientists have been compared to the rain data of 

government institutions to have a better understanding of the differences and similarities between the three 

datasets collected by different organisations. The three datasets were outlined in an automated Python 

script. The results show higher spatial resolution that could not be detected by the government gauges. 

Furthermore, specific precipitation could be detected by the citizen science dataset. Even though there were 

many inconsistencies with data processing caused by the way in which the data was collected, this citizen 

science project could prove beneficial in the field of water management.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Global rises in temperature 

Climate change receives increasingly more attention world-wide as the temperatures are rising globally, 

which poses a wide scale of issues. One such problem is an increase in rainfall in certain parts of the world. 

Changes in the rainfall and other forms of precipitation have been directly linked to global climate change 

(O'Gorman, Precipitation Extremes Under Climate Change, 2015). Because atmospheric greenhouse gases 

increase due to industry and the production of livestock, the amount of downward infrared radiation has 

also increased. Downward infrared radiation is responsible for the heating of the earth’s surface. Eventually, 

the increase in surface heating raises the global temperature, which culminates in higher evaporation rates 

and ultimately leads to an intensification of precipitation. This result of climate-change driven precipitation 

changes is more specific to countries located in the northern hemisphere (O'Gorman, 2012)While 

evaporation increases due to the higher surface temperatures, so does the atmosphere's water-holding 

capacity. Such increases in atmospheric water vapour holding capacity leads to a higher intensity, frequency 

and duration of extreme rainfall events (Allan & Soden, 2008) 

Thus, if the atmosphere's water carrying capacity increases and there is increased evaporation, the actual 

atmospheric humidity is expected to increase, as has been observed in many places (Trenberth, Fasullo, & 

Smith, 2005). As a result of this, the precipitation will come in brief and severe forms (Trenberth, Fasullo, 

& Smith, 2005). This will cause a problem for populated cities where large quantities of water must be 

transported through rain pipes, drains and the sewage system in a short amount of time.   

 

This is an ever-growing problem for cities worldwide, where the current urban drainage infrastructure does 

not meet the need for future rain intensity. The contemporary design of the drainage systems is based on a 

statistical analysis of past events. This does not take into account the rapid increase in the intensity and 

frequency of extreme rainfall events, which most probably results in more frequent floodings of cities 

(Notaro, Liuzzo, Freni, & La Loggia, 2015) 

  

Therefore, the design criteria must be amended in a way that enables it to anticipate possible changes in the 

intensity of rainfall-induced climate change activities. If there is a better understanding of high precipitation 

intensity areas throughout the city during a rainfall event, it will make it easier to design the infrastructure 

of the future in a way that tackles the surcharge water events. 

 

1.2 Delft Measures Rain project 

Delft Measures Rain is an initiative aimed to localize and quantify rainfall through the city of Delft. It is a 

science project set up by TU-Delft Waterlab, based on the voluntary participation of the citizens of Delft.   

Held in the summer of 2020, the citizens of Delft measured and mapped out the city's daily rainfall using 

self-made rain gauges. Volunteer citizen scientists for the Delft measures Rain project were provided with 

a manual and a measurement kit from the department of the WaterLab at the TU-delft university. With 

these items each researcher was able to make their own rain gauge. The measurements were acquired using 

identical homemade rain gauges for all the citizen researchers to reduce any confounding factors based as 

a result of instrument-related measurement errors. 



   

The self-made rain gauge was designed to be convenient and easy to make, requiring none other than a 

regular drinking bottle, cement and a ruler. Using these do-it-yourself gauges, the citizen scientists have 

gathered daily measurements of the precipitation at their residence.  Their findings were recorded digitally 

using their smartphone, the access to which was also a requirement to take part in this experiment. The 

exact construction and use of these rain gauges will be further elaborated in chapter 2. In addition to all the 

materials, the researchers also received updates about the research via an online newsletter. 

Smartphones4water was responsible for collecting all the rain measurements from the citizen scientists. 

The data, which is the local daily precipitation expressed in mm, was recorded every morning around 08:00 

in the morning with a smartphone and using pre-installed with the Open Data Kit (ODK) application. 

Additionally, it was required to fill out a delivered form with the personal details of the citizen scientist. 

When the citizens fill in the ODK form, a picture of the rain gauge with the GPS location and the time it 

was measured is uploaded so that a S4W scientist can validate the measurement's accuracy later. The post-

validation of the data by S4W adds an extra layer of quality control to ensure that the provided data is error 

proof.  The daily measurement data can be easily accessed through the servers of S4W on their website.  

 

1.3 Background information Smartphones4water 

SmartPhones4water (S4W) is an organisation that aims to strengthen our understanding of water 

management through the means of mobilising citizen researchers, using mobile technology and utilising 

citizen science (SmartPhones4Water, 2020). S4W provides simple instructions on making basic scientific 

measuring kits for ordinary citizens who would like to contribute to scientific research.    

By utilising the advances made in mobile technology like the GPS and camera capabilities that nowadays 

everyone possesses, the data can be easily collected from each citizen. For the data collection, the Android 

application called Open Data Kit (ODK) is used to gather all the scientific data from multiple sources to a 

single location where it can go through an extra layer of quality control done by S4W (SmartPhones4Water, 

2020).   

This method aims to go beyond the tradition of gathering data through the means of using expensive 

installations at a few locations. However, it instead aims to use cheap scientific tools and volunteer citizen 

scientists to gather the same data on multiple locations to get greater coverage of the relevant area. The 

collected data of all the S4W projects in various countries are part of the public domain, thus open to being 

studied by everyone.  

 

1.4 Relevance 

The KNMI has an average of one rain gauge per 100 square kilometres throughout the Netherlands (KNMI, 

2020). In the whole municipality of Delft, there is only one operating KNMI gauge (KNMI, 2020). This 

means that currently the average daily precipitation of the entire city is measured through this single rain 

gauge. The city of Delft is around 25km2 and Delft municipality has five rain gauges (KNMI, 2020). The 

locations of the rain gauges are randomly placed over the city, making some rain gauges cover an area 

greater than 10km2.  

Each gauge must cover a vast area of space. There is much precipitation data lost due to the large distances 

between the rain gauges. Because of these broad unmeasured precipitation, data gaps left behind by the two 

primary forms of precipitation measurement methods, observing and understanding the raw data becomes 

a bit difficult in terms of spatial and temporal precipitation distribution (Kidd & et al, 2017). 

https://opendatakit.org/


The project of Delft Measures Rain aims to expand on the available data of daily precipitation through the 

means of citizen scientists by trying to provide a daily precipitation measurement of at least one square 

kilometre or less. This will, in turn provide a better picture by filling in the gaps that are left behind by the 

precipitation measurements done by the two government institutions.  

Using citizen science, where citizens play an active role in the pursuit of the scientific process, we can 

expand our knowledge of the hydrological data for weather forecasting (Jollymore, Satterfield, & Haines, 

2017). Exploring the spatial distribution and variation of precipitation over a period of time can contribute 

to ideas about water resources in the future (Yavuz & Erdogan, 2012). This in turn will give us a better 

scope of understanding on how to tackle future extreme short-period precipitation, help us in policymaking 

and make sure that our water transport infrastructure does not get overburdened. 

 

1.5 Aims of the project 

This project aims to elucidate rainfall patterns in the city of Delft from rainfall data acquired with the help 

of the citizen researchers, which will be compared to their rainfall measurements acquired by government 

institutions. We should ask ourselves what are the most useful kind of conclusions we can draw after 

analysing the provided rain data from the three different sources? The main goal of this thesis will be to 

investigate the reliability of the data acquired by citizen scientists by placing it against the data acquired 

by government institutions. While comparing these datasets any additional rain patterns that come forth 

from the higher spatial resolution that citizen science data provides will also be investigated. 

 

To reach this goal, the project will aim at answering the following questions:  

 

1) What is the quality of the data collected from the citizen rain gauges?  

This question will be answered by comparing the data (after a basic quality check by S4W) to data 

from two types of government owned rain gauges: 

- A totalling rain gauge operated by KNMI (daily observations) 

- Automatic rain gauges operated by City of Delft (sub-daily observations) 

 

Sub questions:  

● What are the differences between citizen gauges and the KNMI gauge at daily/sub-daily scales? 

● What are the differences between citizen gauges and the City of Delft gauges, at daily/sub-daily 

scale? 

● How do differences between citizen gauges and KNMI / City of Delft gauges vary with distance 

from citizen gauge to the reference gauge (KNMI or City of Delft)? 

NB: if the answers to these questions give plausible values, this provides confidence in the citizen data quality. With the available 

datasets, it is not possible to do a full quality check. 

 

2) What is the spatial distribution of the rainfall during rainstorms across the city of Delft? 

This question will be answered by comparing data for rainstorms that occurred during the 

measurement period (summer 2020) from citizen gauges at different locations in the city.   

 

Sub questions: 

● What is the variability of measured rainfall across the city per storm? 

● How does the measured rainfall change with the distance between rain gauges? 

● Are there any hotspots in the city where rain gauges have recorded more rainfall than the average 

across all stations?  



2 Methodology and approach 

This chapter examines the methods and approaches that were needed to answer the main and sub-questions. 

The research is conducted by first explaining how each of the three different methodologies of measuring 

precipitation work. In order to reach our goal of this project, more insight is needed into the measurement 

methodology of the citizen scientists, the KNMI and the municipality of Delft on the same subject of 

precipitation in Delft city. Furthermore, there will be an analysis on the quality of the data collected by 

S4W from the citizen scientists. This must determine how reliable the measurements provided by citizen 

scientists are, what they precisely depict, and what the individual performance per citizen is. Lastly, a 

quantitative research will be done using a Python script with similar metrics to compare the three datasets 

and answer the questions that were asked in the problem and goal section.   

 

2.1 Measuring precipitation methods 

2.1.1 The KNMI 

Daily rainfall was measured at approximately 325 KNMI 

precipitation stations with a standard rain gauge (Figure 1). The 

measured amount of precipitation was daily communicated back 

by the volunteer observers, digitally or by an automatic invoice 

system, to a central location where all the data of the precipitations 

comes together (Neerslagmeting, 2020). One can easily access the 

data on daily precipitation that is measured at these rain gauges 

through the official website of the KNMI.  

The standard gauges of the KNMI meet the international 

requirements set by the world meteorological organisation 

(WMO). A detailed methodology on setting up standard rain 

gauges following the WMO requirements and how to perform the 

measurements are described in the online library of the WMO, 

which can be found on their website (Measurement of 

precipitation, 2014).   

The results of these measurements are gathered and saved in an open-access file containing the 24-hour 

manually rainfall estimation. This is the sum of measurements taken from 08:00 UTC on the previous day 

to 08:00 UTC the current day. In the government provided datafile, the data is set up as station number, the 

date, the amount of precipitation in 0,1mm and the code for the snow cover, which is irrelevant for this 

project's purposes. In this research, only the dates between 18-07-2020 and 10-09-2020 will be examined. 

Also, the measured precipitation will be divided by 10 to convert the units to millimetres. 

 

2.1.2 The municipality of Delft 

The municipality measures precipitation following the same principles as described in the WMO guidelines. 

Rain is collected using a tipping bucket rain gauge (TBRG) (Figure 2). There are a total of five TBRG 

sensors across the city of Delft, but only two of them will be examined in this research. The reason for 

including only two out of five sensors is because of practicality. The raw data within these two files was 

easier to work with compared to the other three, which contained missing datapoints, while the remaining 

data is more complicated. The two precipitation gauges that are included in this project can be identified 

with the following codes: S5241 and S5240.  

 

 Figure 1: KNMI rain gauge 



Both these rain gauges use the Casella Cell system to 

measure precipitation. Within the Casella cell rainfall 

enters a funnel collector within the rain gauge and is then 

directed to the tipping bucket assembly. Two tipping 

bucket rainfall sensors are connected to a measuring 

system. One tipping bucket gives one impulse per 0.1 mm 

of precipitation, the other one impulse per 0.2 mm of 

precipitation.  

The government provided dataset is set up using 

timestamps followed by the number of impulses, amount 

of precipitation in mm (0.1mm tipping bucket) and the 

amount of precipitation in mm (0.2mm tipping bucket). 

When an incremental amount of precipitation has been 

collected on the tipping point mechanism (0.2 mm or 

0.1mm), the bucket assembly tips and activates registers the collected rain. The sample is discharged 

through the base of the gauge. The precipitation data is registered for every minute over a 24-hour period 

(Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge, 2020). For the purposes of this research, the data of the two files will be 

arranged in a way to make it similar to the provided KNMI values, namely: taking the measurements from 

08:00 on the previous day to 08:00 the current day 

 

2.1.3 Citizen scientist 

Citizen gauges are constructed from clear see-through plastic bottles, concrete, a ruler, and glue. The online 

video tutorial on how to make a DIY rain gauge, which is used in this project, can be found on YouTube 

under the video name of “How to make your own rain gauge”(https://bit.ly/3nF7xV4). 

The plastic bottle is cut in half on the top part, just where the bottle's diameter is about to decrease. From 

the top, concrete is poured in the lower parts of the see-through bottle up to the point where the five rounded 

bumps are full, and the uniform cross-section begins. This 

way, an obvious reference point is created within the 

bottle. The weight of the concrete at the bottom of the 

bottle also adds some stabilisation to the bottle. After the 

concrete has set, a ruler is glued vertically onto the outside 

of the bottle. It is important to glue the ruler in place in a 

manner that the zero mark is just precisely at the surface 

of the dried cement line inside the bottle. In order to 

minimise the variability of the measured errors, the 

concrete must be dried and set first before you glue the 

ruler.  With a thick nail, a hole is made on the bottle's cap 

for the water's inflow. The inverted lid is placed upon the 

bottle in order to minimise the evaporation losses. The end 

product can be seen in Figure 3. 

Operating the rain gauge is relatively easy. The gauge 

must be put outside on a one-meter elevated platform, 

preferable in the middle of your yard, away from any high 

objects such as trees or walls and secured with some cord, 

Figure 2: Delft municipality rain gauge 

Figure 3: Citizen scientist rain gauge 

https://bit.ly/3nF7xV4


so it does not fall with strong winds. Every day at 08:00 AM, measurements are done on how much 

precipitation has been collected since the previous day.  

 

2.1.4 Data Collection S4W 

Data is collected through an easily downloadable app which is available through the Google Play Store 

under the "Open Data Kit (ODK) Collect" provided by S4W. Once the app is installed, the citizen scientist 

can send their measurements digitally to the collection point of the S4W server. A one-time detailed form 

must be filled, where the participants must fill in personal details and answer questions relevant to the 

project and privacy concerns. This data is then used for matching the measurements, which are done daily, 

by using the Android smartphones of the respective citizen scientist. 

After this, every time the citizen scientist submits the daily measured precipitation, a few basic questions 

have to be answered in the application regarding the weather. After answering these basic short questions, 

the measurements and an on-the-spot picture, which clearly depicts the amount of precipitation collected 

during the 24 hours, are sent as proof through the ODK application to the S4W aggregate server. Once the 

data arrives at the S4W servers, a quality check is done by looking at the gauge's picture while comparing 

it to the citizen scientist's precipitation. If measurements are done incorrectly, or if something is wrong with 

the gauge setup, an employee of S4W will notify the citizen through their Email.  

 

Additional information regarding how the data is collected can be found on the S4W public Google Drive 

where all the steps are explained in detail, together with an explanation on how to send your daily 

measurements to the S4W servers (Data Collection Instructions, 2020). All the citizen data collected 

through the Android application, including their personal information, can be accessed and downloaded via 

the S4W server online, after requesting permission to access the data from S4W. For this research, all the 

measurements were downloaded in an Excel format to study and analyse the provided data.   

 

2.2 Citizen science data analysis 

The datasets for the KNMI and the Delft municipality are simple files with mostly two or three columns 

of information regarding the precipitation. It mainly consists of the time of the measurement and the 

precipitation in mm or 0.1mm. The citizen dataset on the other hand, has 188 columns, representing 

various gathered forms of information concerning the way the citizen scientists took the measurements. 

Many of the columns do not provide any added value to our research purposes, making them irrelevant. 

To be able to quantify the data, an exact arrangement of the data collection was needed for the input. The 

columns with useful information are the following: 

 

- AutoSiteID: The rain gauges have a unique corresponding AutositeID. Using the AutoSiteID, the 

locations could be distinguished from each other. This column was used to determine at how many 

sites a measurement was collected on a specific date. 

- DeviceID: Each citizen scientist received a unique traceable DeviceID referring to the device from 

which the pictures were taken. This column was used to trace each individual scientist to a 

distinctive location. 

- Msmt_datetime: The date and time of every measurement taken. 

This column was used to compare the data on different days with each other. 

- Latitude & Longitude: The latitude and longitude coordinates. This was used to determine the 

locations of each individual citizen scientist. 

- Precip_mm: The rainfall in mm measured  



This column was used to compare the measurements taken from each distinctive scientist. 

- QCFlag: The extra layer of quality control of the measured data 

This column was used to quality check the data. Only the columns with CheckedGood and 

CheckedCorrected were considered since S4W approves those. 

 

 

After going through the data collected from the citizen scientists, it was noticeable that the provided data 

was in good workable shape, even though it required some adjustments.  A total of 1991 measurements 

were collected by the 95 citizen scientists from the period of 9th of July till 15th of September. Before the 

data could be used for analysis, a few adjustments had to be performed first. These adjustments varied from 

minor to severe. There were some faults in the way the data was collected in a portion of the measurements. 

Therefore, the first stage aimed to arrange the collected data in a way which made it easier to work with. 

This implies that certain manipulations of the current citizen dataset were needed for easier processing i.e., 

deleting faulty measurements and adding missing details to the incomplete columns. These faults were 

divided into two categories, namely: Solvable matters and unsolvable matters.  

 

Solvable matters 

In an effort to make the dataset more precise for analysis, the following issues had to be addressed first: 

 

- Missing AutoSiteID: 655/1991 of the collected data did not have an AutoSiteID. Which made it 

harder to distinguish measurement locations from each other.  

- Missing MonID: 556/1991 of the collected data did not have an MonID. Which made it harder to 

distinguish which citizen scientist has done the measurements. 

- Incorrect labelling: Measurement locations close to each other were sometimes incorrectly 

assigned with the same AutoSiteID. That’s because the ODK application mistook them as the same 

point based on their GPS location and close proximity to each other.  

- Geographical imprecision: The accuracy of the longitude and the latitude varies with the 

measurement from the same locations.  

To solve these issues, the data was cross-referenced with other available columns. For example, there were 

instances of measurements for which the AutositeID and MonID were missing, while the DeviceID’s were 

similar. It is safe to assume that these measurements all belonged to the same person from the same location. 

The same principle of cross-referencing known values with the unknown values could be applied to fill-in 

and correct the other available data.  

Unsolvable matters 

These entail issues which were impossible to solve, because the measurements have been already done 

and the data is already collected. The information was still useable by:  

- Use of different forms of rain gauges (Figure 4): While the vast majority of the citizen scientists 

have done their measurements with the reverted bottle cap on, while a minority has done 

measurements without the bottle cap. There were also some examples of citizen scientists who have 

used their own store-bought rain gauge. 

- Use of cumulative precipitation: Some citizen scientists have done measurements regularly, but 

they have never emptied their bottles after each measurement. Making their precipitation 

measurements a cumulative value over the length of a period longer than 24-hour. 

 



 

                  Figure 4: Variability in rain gauges 

One of the first issues is that these differences in rain gauges could also lead to differences in the measured 

precipitation. To give an example, measuring without a reverted bottle cap could result in more loss of 

water due to evaporation. According to an experiment done with similar DIY rain gauges, the differences 

between bottles with an inverted cap and bottles without could be as high as 5mm-1 day depending on the 

temperature (Davids, 2019). The same thing could be said about the store-bought rain gauges. Parameters 

such the size, material and colour could have an influence on the measurements. Nonetheless, the use of 

different rain gauges and the measurements that go along with these gauges will not be treated any 

differently than the standard rain gauges.  

The second issue is more complicated. The bottles are never emptied and every day the cumulative 

precipitation is communicated back to S4W, making the errors add up because of the cumulative nature of 

the measurements. These measurements were excluded from the data analysis.  

 

2.3 Proposed analysis approach 

2.3.1 Temporal approach 

Once all the three forms of different datasets from the three distinctive sources were compiled, it was crucial 

to establish the rain measuring time intervals. The benefit of having rain data collected close to similar time 

periods is that your data can be easily compared to each other. For example, the KNMI precipitation 

measurement time periods are from 08.00 preceding day - 08.00 present-day measured in 0.1 mm. The 

precipitation measurements of the municipality of Delft are usually done every minute measured in 0.1 mm. 

The fact that it is measured every minute makes it possible to take the cumulative rain precipitation on a 

similar timeframe that coincides with the KNMI interval, namely from 08.00 UTC preceding day - 08.00 

UTC present day. 

The citizen science data on the other hand, was more inconsistent with the timeframe of the measurements.  

This makes comparing the three methods of rain measuring a bit more challenging. While most citizen 

scientist measurements were taken daily between the time periods of 07:00-09:00, with most of the data 



being close to the 08:00 time frame (Figure 5) a large portion of the measurements was taken during various 

other timeframes. To elaborate more on this problem, if the citizen scientists’ measurements were done on 

various timeframes, it will be challenging to determine the mean rain precipitation for that given day.  

Suppose one citizen scientist gives us the precipitation measurements for a specific date for the time interval 

08.00 preceding day – 08:00 present day, while the other citizen scientist provides the measurements for 

the time interval 08:00 preceding day – 12:00 present day. In that case, the precipitation results could be 

different if it rains between the later time frame.  

 

 

Figure 5: Sampling timeframes Citizen Science data 

 

It is possible to work around these issues and decrease the margin of error in our comparison models if the 

measuring time intervals are increased. That is why the data will be analysed through two different methods: 

- When the individual dates are compared between the datasets government datasets and citizen 

science data, only the citizen science precipitation data between 07:00-09:00 timeframes will be 

taken into our analysis.  

- When a broader monthly comparison is made using the cumulative values between the government 

datasets and the citizen science data, all the precipitation measurements of the citizen science data 

on that given day will be taken into our analysis regardless of which timeframe. 

The total time frame that these three datasets cover will be compared to each other spans from the 18th of 

July 2020 till the 10th of September 2020. The reason for this specific time frame is that we are limited by 

the usable citizen gauges measurements provided by citizen science data, even though we have 

measurements from the government institutions going back to the year 1961. The measurements from the 

citizen science dataset before the date 18th of July 2020 and after the date 10th of September 2020 will not 

be used for our analysis. Because the precipitation measurements on those dates in the citizen dataset are 

very irregular. 



 

2.3.2 Spatial approach 

The municipality of Delft and the KNMI rain gauges have their own distinctive GPS location, which is 

easily accessible since it is public information. There is also not much difficulty involved since there are 

just three GPS locations, one for the KNMI and two for Delft's municipality, used for the three rain gauges 

for this research.  

Because only three GPS locations are involved see 

Figure 6. the spatial resolution of precipitation 

provided by these gauges is therefore also limited. 

Three sensors are not enough to cover the city of 

Delft for an adequate analysis. For these reasons, 

these three rain gauges alone will be insufficient to 

use data for characterising the spatial distribution of 

precipitation.  

The citizen science dataset in contrast, provided us 

with 95 distinct rain gauge locations, with far better 

spatial coverage throughout the city of Delft. Each 

citizen scientist had his own gauge paired with his 

own unique GPS location. The vast distribution of 

the citizen gauges provided us better visualisation 

of the spatial coverage. This allowed us to do a 

short-range spatial variability analysis and a long-

range spatial variability analysis. The Government 

gauges were used as a reference point while doing 

the spatial analyses.  Given the time period mentioned above, three types of spatial analysis were performed 

given the three forms of datasets: 

- A comparison of the citizen science dataset spatial precipitation distribution given the municipality 

of Delft rain gauges as reference. 

- A comparison of the citizen science dataset spatial precipitation distribution given the KNMI rain 

gauge as reference. 

- An analysis of the spatial precipitation distribution of citizen science dataset gauges during 

rainstorms. 

 

2.4 Python script 

The three precipitation datasets were analysed through a Python programming language. For the citizen 

science data, a workable framework was extracted from the excel file and used in the Python script. This 

was done by converting the raw Excel data into CSV. After errors were cleaned from the CSV file, several 

forms of plots and graphs were made. These include boxplots, scatter plots and maps of all the measurement 

points, with the aim of giving a better visualisation of the datasets and showing how large the outliers in 

the data are, as well as the variation of the data.  

Once there was a clear understanding on the reliability of the citizen science data and what the variability 

between the rain gauges was, a comparison of the citizen science precipitation measurements was made 

with the KNMI/Delft municipality data, showing the daily and monthly differences.  

       Figure 6: Locations government gauges 



3 Results  

In this chapter the results of the research are presented. First, the findings of the citizen data are shared 

mainly focussing on the quality of the data. Second, citizen data is first compared with the KNMI 

precipitation and then with the of Delft visualising their similarities and differences. Lastly, the data of the 

three precipitation forms are compared municipality to each other focussing on the spatial distribution of 

the data.  

 

3.1 Citizen science results 

After processing the data and removing the faulty measurements, the data shows that there were a total of 

95 citizen scientists who have participated in this project. Regretfully, two of the 95 citizen scientists had 

to be excluded from the analysis because they had given their cumulative values. There was not a clear 

follow up from S4W to warn these two participants to empty their bottles every 24-hour.  They should have 

been alerted to adjust their measuring method. For the remaining citizens, the results can be seen in Figure 

7. The vertical axis represents the number of measurements each citizen scientist has collected, which varies 

from 60 (highest) to 1 (lowest). The horizontal axis represents the corresponding AutoSiteID, the 

identificator for each participant. The bar graph is colour coded based on the time at which each 

measurement was performed, with blue being all the measurements done between the time-frame of 07:00-

09:00 hour and orange being the measurements done on other hours of the day. 

 

Figure 7: Number of records per autosite location (Blue=07:00-09:00 timeframe, Orange=Rest of the day) 

Figure 8 represents the daily mean measurement of all the recordings given the specific day in blue and the 

measurements done only between the 07:00-09:00 time period in orange. The difference between the two 

methods of sampling is visually noticeable. As stated in chapter 2.3.1, when we will be investigating the 

day to day comparisons between the citizen scientist provided data and the government institutions in the 

latter chapters, only the 07:00-09:00 will be used. In contrast, when monthly cumulative data of different 

datasets are compared, all of the provided citizen scientist measurements of the given day will be used. The 

reason for that is because error in sampling time of the citizen scientist data will be filtered out with this 

method.  



 

Figure 8: Daily mean precipitation citizen science (Blue=all the data, Orange= 07:00-09:00 time frame) (precipitation in 

millimetre) 

Figure 9 represents the boxplot values of the measurements. It is interesting to note here that the outliers 

within the boxplot graph doesn’t necessarily mean that the outliers are wrong measurements. The outlier 

measurements could simply mean that in some parts of the city the cumulative 24-hour rainfall was more 

than the other parts, which we will examine further in chapter 3.3. 

 

Figure 9: Boxplots Citizen Science data (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

Table 1 gives a general view of all the different facets of the citizen data. The first column is the date where 

at least one of the 93 citizens has measured any rain. The second column “N” is counting how many 

measurements have been done on that specific day by various citizen scientists. The third column “Min” is 

the minimum value of precipitation in millimetre observed on the given day. The fourth column “Max” is 

the maximum value of precipitation in millimetre observed on the given day. The last column “Std” is the 

standard deviation, which measures the amount of variation of a set of values.  



There was a sufficient amount of measurements on each given day over our 54 days long sampling time 

(table 1). The data is represented in detail in table 1, figure 8 and figure 9, providing a general understanding 

of the quality of the citizen scientist dataset. The values of the minimum, maximum and standard deviation 

of the mean are within the bounds of reason. No clear outliers can be detected visually from these datasets. 

After this first quality assessment of the citizen scientist data, it becomes clear that they can be used for 

further analysis. 

Table 1: Summary of the results from citizen science data (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) (N=sample size, Min=minimum measured 

value, Max=maximum measured value, Mean= the mean value, Std= standard deviation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.2 Quality comparison 

3.2.1 Citizen scientists & KNMI 

Figure 10 and 11 Represent the cumulative precipitation measurements of the KNMI and citizen scientists, 

but in two different ways. Figure 10 depicts the cumulative precipitation in millimetres of the KNMI dataset 

(red) and the citizen scientist dataset (blue) over time. Figure 11 on the other hand, is a version of a double 

mass graph in which the precipitation (mm) of the KNMI is used as a reference (red line) to which the 

corresponding precipitation values of the citizen scientists have been plotted (blue).  

The measurements from the KNMI and the citizen scientists follow similar patterns of precipitation over 

time (figure 10) and double mass cumulative precipitation (figure 11).  

 

Figure 10: Cumulative precipitation values Citizen Science (all values average) vs KNMI over time (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

Figure 11: Double mass precipitation Citizen Science (all values average) VS KNMI as reference (precipitation in millimetre) 

Next, we visualized how the measurement accuracy changes in relation to the amount of precipitation on a 

given day. So, if on a given day the KNMI gauge measures a certain amount the graph displays what the 

other civilian gauges measure on that specific day. Figure 12 represents a comparison of the measurements 

between the dataset of the citizen scientists and the KNMI. In this graph each dot represents a day for which 

we plotted the KNMI precipitation on the vertical axis and is also our reference value. On the vertical axis 

the corresponding citizen scientist measurements plotted in millimetres of precipitation.  

Per KNMI reference measurements, the data was divided into three precipitation event ranges: 0–5 mm, 0-

15mm and 0-35mm (highest KNMI value = 22mm). From these graphs we can observe that the correlation 



coefficient is low (R= 0.07, N=349) for the 0 to 4mm precipitation events. However, the correlation value 

increases in the higher 0-15mm and 0-35mm precipitation ranges (R= 0.62, N=615; R= 0.64, N=692 

respectively) as measured by the KNMI gauges. 

This could be due to the fact that the KNMI rain gauge also measures smaller events between 0mm to 1mm. 

Measuring such relatively small events could be difficult for the citizen scientist due to evaporation 

(between 0.1mm and 5mm per day) concrete soaking inside the do-it-yourself gauges  (Davids & et al, 

2019). Another possible explanation for this low correlation coefficient could be that some smaller rain 

events were not spatially uniformly distributed over the city. Allowing only a small subset of the gauges to 

pick up the precipitation, while the others did not. 

 

Figure 12: Comparison of the precipitation data Citizen Science (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) vs KNMI (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

3.2.2 Citizen scientists & Delft City 

A similar approach was used to compare the precipitation datasets obtained from the municipality of Delft 

to the citizen scientists (Figure 13 and 14). Figure 13 depicts the cumulative precipitation in millimetres of 

the Delft S5240 dataset (orange), the Delft S5241 dataset (green) and the citizen scientist dataset (blue) 

over time. A version of a double mass graph is shown in figure 14 in which the precipitation (mm) of the 

citizen scientists is used as a reference (blue dotted line) to which the corresponding precipitation values of 

the Delft S5240 (orange) and Delft S5241 (green) have been plotted.  

Similar to the measurements from the KNMI (Figure 11), also the measurements from the Delft S5240 and 

Delft S5241 are very similar to the data of the citizen scientists, following similar patterns of precipitation 

over time (Figure 13) and double mass cumulative precipitation (Figure 14).  



 

Figure 13:Cumulative precipitation values Citizen Science (all values average) vs Delft gauges over time (precipitation in 

millimetre) 

 

Figure 14: Double mass precipitation Delft gauges vs Citizen Science (all values average) as reference (precipitation in 

millimetre) 

A correlation analysis between the precipitation that is measured by the Delft rain gauges and the citizen 

scientist data has been performed similar to the one shown in Figure 15. When investigating the Delft rain 

gauges, a similar pattern can be seen. Also, from these graphs we can observe that the correlation coefficient 

is low (R= 0.26, N=417) for the 0 to 4mm precipitation events. While, the correlation value increases in the 

higher 0-15mm and 0-35mm precipitation ranges (R= 0.70, N=664; R= 0.63, N=692 respectively) as 

measured by the S5240 gauge. 

The S5241 gauge also exhibited stronger correlations in the higher precipitation events. While the 

correlation value was low for the 0 to 4mm precipitation event (R= 0.2, N=410), this was much higher for 

the middle 0-15mm and high 0-35mm ranges (R= 0.64, N=632; R= 0.64, N=692 respectively). 

Most of the gauges showed an increase in precipitation, when including higher precipitation events. An 

exception of this was the S5240 rain gauge, which demonstrates a lower correlation in the high precipitation 

range of 0-35mm compared to the medium 0-35 precipitation range.  



 

Figure 15: Comparison of the precipitation data Citizen Science (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) vs Delft gauges (precipitation in 

millimetre) 

3.3 Spatial distribution comparison 

3.3.1 Citizen scientists compared to KNMI 

Figure 16 is the distance difference graphs of all the days when both the KNMI and citizen scientists 

(07:00-09:00) have measured rain. The days when citizen scientist gauges have measured no rain have been 

left out. A total of 30 out of 54 days where some level of precipitation has been measured by KNMI and 

one or more citizen gauges remained.  

In these graphs, the difference between the measured precipitation of the KNMI and the measurement of 

the citizen scientists are plotted against the distance of the citizen scientist to the KNMI rain gauge. Visible 

on the vertical axis is the difference of rain in millimetres compared to the KNMI rain gauge and on the 

horizontal axis is the distance in kilometres compared to the KNMI gauge. Each plot shows the measures 

that have been collected at a certain day depicted in the title along with the N-value of the amount of citizen 

gauges with a positive precipitation value. 

Although, there are some clear correlations between distance and difference in precipitation for example in 

the graph of 2020-08-04; where the differences tend to be higher when the distance increases. Other graphs 

can be observed where a linear correlation between distance and difference in precipitation measurements 

is absent. More complex patterns with single or multiple peaks are also present in the dataset. This is not 

entirely surprising given the fact that rainfall patterns are not spatially uniform. Within a single rain event 

the spatial rainfall distribution variability can be different depending on the place at the time of the 



measurement, effects of wind and direction of the precipitation which can all vary (Bacchi, Kottegodab, & 

Nick, 1995) 

 

Figure 16: Distance difference comparison Citizen Science data (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) vs KNMI as reference (Distance in 

km, difference in mm) 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 17 represents the heatmap of the geographical location of the individual rain gauges after specific 

precipitation events. The date of when the precipitation measurements took place are used in the title. The 

vertical axis shows the latitude (y-axis) and the longitude (x-axis) measures of the location of each rain 

gauge. For this analysis, four consecutive rainy days were selected in the month of August where the KNMI 

precipitation was above 7mm per day.   

 

The four heat maps show differences in precipitation of each citizen's rain gauge relative to the rain gauge 

of the KNMI. The relative differences are color-coded ranging from small differences in dark blue, to large 

differences in rain measurements in light-blue. These heatmaps show the more complex spatial-distribution 

over distance of the rainfall patterns. The dates 2020-08-04 and 2020-08-16, display the trend of increasing 

intensity in the north western regions of the map. The dates 2020-08-18 and 2020-08-30 on the other hand 

show that the gauges in the inner city of Delft have gathered less rain than the gauges at the outskirts of 

Delft.

 

Figure 17: Heatmap precipitation measured on a specific date Citizen Science data & KNMI (precipitation in millimetre) 



Figure 18 represents the average true difference measured by the civilian scientists across the 30 days using 

the KNMI gauge as the reference. Using the true difference values, it is possible to observe which of the 

citizen gauges have collected the most rain and what the collective rainfall variability is in Delft city. With 

few exceptions, the rain gauges in the northern region, especially the north-western region of the city tend 

to collect more rain than the other gauges.  

 

Figure 18: Heatmap average true difference measured by civilian scientists vs KNMI as reference (precipitation in millimetres) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.3.2 Citizen scientists & Delft City 

The same rain patterns mentioned in the paragraph 3.3.1 can similarly be observed for the rain gauges of 

Delft Municipality. An extra example of the date 2020-08-31 in Figure 19 has been added to display the 

rain pattern which tends to be heavier with more precipitation in the northern parts of the city compared to 

the southern areas. The precipitation heatmap on a similar level provides us with insights into where the 

rain gauges collect more precipitation than the others. The distance difference graphs share a high 

resemblance with the KNMI measurements. The distance difference graphs of the two Delft gauges can be 

found in the appendix A. Figure 20 is again the heatmap of average difference using Delft gauges as 

reference. 

 

Figure 19: Heatmap precipitation measured on a specific date Citizen Science data & Delft Gauges (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

Figure 20: Heatmap average true difference measured by civilian scientists vs Delft gauges as reference (precipitation in 
millimetres) 



4 Discussion  

The goal of this thesis was to demonstrate the effectiveness of an efficient and low-cost system to map 

complex spatio-temporal patterns of rainfall. The results described in chapter 3 show that such a system 

adds value to the currently existing methodology of measuring precipitation. However, some issues must 

be addressed.  

discuss result paragraph 1 

During the data-cleaning and quality checking of the data, it became clear that not every citizen 

researcher complied with the time-window during which the measurements had to be acquired. Many 

datasets were unusable for day-to-day comparisons because of this. In future studies using a similar 

approach driven by volunteer scientists, compliance could be stimulated by sending reminders via texts, 

rewarding scientists after a streak of successful submissions. 

Whereas the participation of the volunteers fluctuated over the period of this experiment, the data that was 

acquired by the scientist remained consistent. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the do-it-yourself rain 

gauge compared to the professional gauges that are employed by the KNMI and the municipality of Delft. 

On the other hand, there is a strong pattern in the correlation between the different open-access datasets and 

the citizen scientist measurement based on the amount of precipitation that has fallen. A possible 

explanation for these differences could be due to inter-subject variability in judging the amount of water in 

the gauge. Human error due to age can arise from deteriorated eye-sight or intrinsic differences in estimation 

capacity.  

Another explanation could be that evaporation occurred before the measurement was acquired. The 

experiment and gauge were set up in a way to minimize this effect i.e., measurements were scheduled at a 

time when surface temperature is low while not interfering with the average human day-night cycle. The 

gauge itself was also designed to minimize the effect of evaporation which has been demonstrated in 

(Davids, 2019). A last explanation could be absorption by the concrete; however, this has also been 

investigated by Jeffrey C. Davids et al.  

The outliers in the distance-difference graphs indicate that, even though there was a strict validation of the 

data submitted to S4W, some false measurements were approved. Again, human error could play a role in 

this. Therefore, a more automated approach using rulers with clear markings and software that detects the 

level of water could solve this issue by forming another layer validation.    

The spatial distribution as demonstrated in chapter 3.3 shows the major benefit of the citizen science 

approach compared to governmental rain gauges. Patterns such as the ones demonstrated in this thesis 

cannot be shown with the limited spatial coverage of the governmental rain gauges.  

Now that we have demonstrated the existence of localized “hotspots” of precipitation, these areas should 

be taken into account when reconstructing or building new sewers, drains and drainpipes. It is expected that 

these areas will suffer more from heavy rainfall. Climate theory also dictates that higher surface 

temperatures will lead to increased precipitation, making these hotspots even more vulnerable to heavy rain. 

These regions have been found in Delft due to experimental spatial restrictions, but throughout the 

Netherlands and globally any more of these hotspots could potentially be found. Programmes such as citizen 

science should therefore be stimulated and set up in different regions to validate the existence of patterns 

such as the one found in this thesis and to inform local authorities on the construction related to wastewater 

management.     

 

 



Using citizen scientists for projects such as these could revolutionize our way of collecting data. Instead of 

using expensive machines we could use cheap materials, eager volunteer citizens who would love to do a 

scientific contribution and a good data collection methodology to achieve the same if not better results. 

Especially in the areas where we would like to know the spatial variability of patterns, citizen science would 

be a great addition.  

There are a few areas where some things could be improved. There needs to be a more efficient system of 

letting citizen scientists know if their methodology is right or wrong with each measurement. The feedback 

and the follow-up to the citizens should be more efficient. Some citizens were not warned in time or not 

warned at all for using a different rain gauge or a wrong method of measuring. The amount of unusable 

data could have been decreased. The sampling time should be uniform or close to uniform. There needs to 

be a better method of registering the citizen data with each measurement. A lot of data manipulation had to 

take place before the citizen scientist dataset could be analysed.  

 

5 Conclusion   

The results in this thesis illustrates that the citizen data is not only just as reliable as the government 

institution gauges but it also provides a broader perspective of rain patterns that are overlooked if we just 

work with limited rain gauges. In addition, the variability of citizen scientists' data compared with the two 

government institutions, at all autosite locations, was slightly higher for smaller rainfall events. This could 

be due to short-range spatial variability of rainfall, evaporation, concrete soaking, the presence of other 

disturbing factors like bad placement, wind effects, human visual error could all affect the results. In 

contrast, for higher precipitation this was less the case.  

 

Studying the spatial distribution variability of rain gained through citizen scientist data, will help us improve 

our city in a way to make it more efficient when building more target-based drainage infrastructure. It could 

fill in the data gaps that are left behind by orthodox scientific measuring tools. Government monetary funds 

from less rain impacted areas could be invested in places where the rainfall is relatively higher than normal.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A  

 

Figure 21: Double mass precipitation Citizen Science autosite 1496 VS KNMI as reference (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

Figure 22: Double mass precipitation Citizen Science autosite 147 VS KNMI as reference (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

Figure 23: Double mass precipitation Citizen Science autosite 38 VS KNMI as reference (precipitation in millimetre) 

 

 



 

Figure 24 :Distance difference comparison Citizen Science data (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) vs Delft gauge S5240 as reference 

(Distance in km, difference in mm) 



 

Figure 25: Distance difference comparison Citizen Science data (Timeframe 07:00-09:00) vs Delft gauge S5241 as reference 

(Distance in km, difference in mm) 



Appendix B 

Python code 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Python script used for figure 8 



 

Figure 27: Python script used for figure 5 

 

Figure 28: Python script used for figure 9 



 

 

Figure 29: Python script used for figure 10 & 13 

 

Figure 30: Python script used for figure 11 & 14 



 

Figure 31: Python script used for figure 7 

 

Figure 32: Python script used for figure 13 

 

Figure 33: Python script used for figure 14 



 

 

Figure 34: Python script used for figure 12 & 15 



 

Figure 35: Python script used for figure 16, 24 & 25 

 

Figure 36: Python script used for figure 17 & 19 

 

Figure 37: Python script used for figure 18 & 20 



 

Figure 38: Python script used for table 1 

 


